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231: cheese.

686: Saw you across commons come at me bro I need sum social interaktion up in heeere

686.1: No u, i’m too shy

686.2,3,4,5: no you first, no you first, come on bitch, no i cant

686.6 FUCKING COME ALREADY

686.7 I’M COMING GODDAMMIT 
COMMENTS: heh. cum. (47 likes)

841:You should update more, Andrew!
ADMIN RESPONSE: no fuck you.

231.1: no.

748:  When my roommate is asleep I like to smell his pockets. 
ADMIN RESPONSE: mmm sweet smell of  suksess.

821: EWWW WHY’S THERE ALL THIS BLOOD IN THE SINK WTF? #dishonorable

854.1: HOLY SHIT I’M BLEEDING SO BAD SOMEONE CALL THE CSOS... 
COMMENTS: TW this, bro. seriously.

Well, there you have it, kids. The personal ramblings of  1400 highly intellektually inquisitive minds, sum-
marized in a brief  list that showkases all of  our basest, most despikable instincts. These selekted Relieves 
exemplify all of  the basik types of  submissions, so you’ll never have to waste time skrolling through them 
again. And if, by chance, you’re looking for one that might, maybe, possibly be addressed to you: don’t get 
your hopes up, bro. They’re never for you. #radikalhonesty 

by EC

None of  us really has the time to skroll through endless Reed Relieves and subsequent komment wars 
three times a day--least of  all you, dear reader. But due to your insomnia-indusing horniness and endless 
kuriosity as to the true desires of  the girl who always disagrees with you in konference, you keep reading 
the anonymous konfessions instead of  the equally libidinous Egyptian love lyrik. That’s why I’m here to 
provide an essential rundown of  the most exsiting Relieves of  the past week--so you kan get back to work.  

954: Dikwasher wants tha sex in Naito 3 bathroom, but kuddle first. Konsent. T-shirts?

258: You have a butt, and also eyes. want to sex?

258.1: YES.

258.2: NO, YOU SICK MOTHERFUCKER. *unfriended*

453: I have feelings and I don’t know what they mean. Maybe I should post some cryptic 
message involving conflicting emotions and vague romantic desires. Someone might com-
ment with decent advice that I won’t pay attention to while I continue to wallow in my lazy 
inability to talk to anyone seriously.
COMMENTS: “I want to talk to someone, but I’m too nervous, so I’ll post an anonymous 
cryptic message on an online forum! Yay! So much success in my life!” /sarcasm

854: When I’m sad, I shave my balls over the sink with a straight-razor. Makes me feel like 
a #badass #livinontheedge #holyshitneedtobemorecareful #isthatfuckingblood?! #FUCK

911: i rLy need a peeenis for mah vageen. 
COMMENTS: FUCK YOU NOT EVRY1 HAS PEEENIS. Cisheteropatriarchy. (How 
can I spell that but not penis? The world may never know)

569: God, that screechy metal dubstep you play in the quad is like sticking burning metal 
pliers in my eardrums. Take it somewhere else if  you can’t agree with my superior taste in 
music. Sufjan Stevens or die. Literally.

REED RELIEVES, REDUX: A RAPID REVIEW

by SS

by ER + EC

Photograph of  Lenin, risen again.  He initially ran so quickly he left trails of  
flame in his wake.

RKSK Initiation Konsiderations
       As the health insurance exchanges mandated by the Affordable Care Act, or “Obam-
acare,” officially opened on the first of  October, America was surprised by the high level of  
phone and internet traffic the exchanges generated. Russia was dealing with a very different 
surprise: Soviet Union Founder Vladimir Lenin’s preserved corpse in Moscow was mysteri-
ously reanimated, and began moving westward.

        “It was crazy,” Yuri Antipin, who works as a guard at Lenin’s Tomb.  “I just heard some 
noise from Lenin’s Sarcophagus, and suddenly it just broke apart.  He yelled ‘At last! The 
health care plan invented by the Heritage Foundation, championed by Bob Dole, and imple-
mented in Massachusetts by Mitt Romney has become American law! Communism lives once 
more!’ and then punched me in the face and ran away.”

        Dozens of  witnesses reported seeing Lenin sprinting at inhuman speeds westward, 
stopping only to  throw eggs at any policemen he passed.  Once he left the Moscow city 
limits, Lenin slowed down, but still continued westward.  Sergei Sergeyovich, The Pamphlette’s 
Russian correspondent, managed to get a few words from the Communist leader.

        “Why am I heading west? To take my place as US President.  Isn’t it obvious? Rush Lim-
baugh’s been telling you all this would happen forever,” Lenin told Sergei.  “After that, I think 
I’ll come back here and desecrate Stalin’s grave in the Kremlin Wall Necropolis.  I wanted to 
be buried, but that jerk pickled me and used me to get some nickels.” 

        It is estimated that Lenin is currently just west of  Berlin; it is unknown at this time 
how he will cross the Atlantic to reach the United States.  President Obama, whose signature 
achievement is the Affordable Care Act, an insurance-company friendly health care plan that 
remains far to the right of  most Western countries, has yet to release a statement on these 
events, but the White House has removed the US flag from its flagpole and replaced it with 
a Soviet flag.

Just like this, but framing your nethers. Personally, I wouldn’t go for 
noodles down there, but as I said, I ain’t here to judge.

Hello, dear readers. As you might know, thanks to the klassy pseudo-Soviet posters that mysteriously 
appeared around kampus sometime Saturday night, RKSK initiation is THIS TUESDAY. You read 
that right, friends--in just one short day-sleep sycle, the day of  truth will be upon us. It is, of  kourse, an 
important rite of  passage for any young Reedie, and, upon its kompletion, you, too, kan be an esteemed 
member of  the hive-mind kollectiv, your neurons entangled irrevokably with those of  your forebears in a 
neat braid, maybe with some ribbons and shit, I ain’t here to judge. Yes, quite an exsiting time indeed, 
and I’m sure you’re all looking forward to the obliteration of  independent thought in yourself  and your 
komrades. However, I also know that many people are apprehensive in the days leading into RKSK ini-
tiation. What do I wear? they ask. How many of  my penises is it akseptable to display outwardly during 
the proseedings? Fret not, my young wards, for I will now tell you everything you need to know.

• As you might have heard, the most common mode of  dress for RKSK initiation 
is the ever-fashionable birthday suit. Now, I know what you’re thinking--if  you’re 
naked, where will you keep your ipad mini? Not everyone’s orifices are as talented 
as….never mind, forget I said anything. ANYWAY, storing your larger-than-average 
valuables can be a challenge during naked tiems, if  you’re a little wuss. My second-
favorite solution? Weave a special little basket out of  your pubes! 

• Want to get in the u-haul to Lewis & Klark, but afraid of  denting your soft, squishy 
freshman skull on the metal sides? A little-known fact about nudity is that simple 
bike-helmets do not kount as klothing! You kan be a tru kommunist without any 
skull fraktures!

• Want to partisipate fully in the festivities, but not too fond of  the piss-and-tears 
flavor of  PBR? Get so shit-faced ahead of  time that your tastebuds take the night 
off! #lifehack

• See a naked bod you want to touch? Don’t touch it on-site, of  course. Instead, 
send a Reed Relieves to “the naked one with the red warpaint and the penis.” Don’t 
worry, they’ll totally know you’re referring to them and respond with kisses and an 
all-aksess pass to the penis in question.

• Want to wash off  all the red hammer-and-sikkles you got spray-painted on your 
skin? I’ve found that a mixture of  equal parts semen, whiskey, and Axe© body 
spray works like a charm.

Obamacare Revives Lenin


